
 
 
BOOMER FLAG POLE ASSEMBLY/SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
ASSEMBLY 
 
Step #1: Your flag pole & stand should consist of three (3) poles, one plastic bushing and 
one Tire Base stand (Tire Base stand shipped separately) or three (3) poles, one plastic 
bushing and one Ground Spike (Ground Spike stand shipped separately).  Check to make 
sure you have one “L” shaped top pole, one long (59 inch) middle pole that has one end 
crimped and one longer (68 inch) bottom pole.  You can remove the plastic coating on 
the shorter bottom pole if you like. 
 
Step #2:  Insert the longer end of the “L” shaped top pole through the shorter sleeve at 
the top of the flag.  Important – when inserting through the top sleeve, make sure you 
start on the side of the flag that has a long sleeve on it.  When done inserting, the short 
end of the “L” shaped top pole should be on the side of the flag that has the long sleeve.   
 
Step #3: Next, insert the non-crimped end

 

 of the middle pole (the shorter of the two 
poles), through the long sleeve on the side of the flag.  The crimped end of this pole 
should be at the bottom of the long side sleeve when you are done inserting through the 
long sleeve.   

Step #4: Slip the plastic bushing onto the short end of the “L” pole, making sure the 
flanged end of the plastic bushing is on the top (closest to the elbow section of this “L” 
pole).  
 
Step #5: Next, insert the non-crimped end

 

 of the middle pole into the short end of the “L” 
pole, inserting the pole all the way up until the top end of the middle pole hits the bottom 
(non-flange end) of the plastic bushing. 

Step #6: Insert the crimped end

 

 of the middle pole into either end of the longer bottom 
pole, making sure the pole pieces are inserted all the way in.   

Step #7: Depending on which base your purchased, either KICK under the tire (do not 
drive over

 

) the Tire Base stand FIRST, then insert the longer, large diameter bottom pole 
into the Tire Base stand or hammer into the ground the Ground Spike FIRST  then insert 
the longer, large diameter bottom pole into the Ground Spike stand. 

SAFETY 
 
Important safety tip:  Remove the flag pole from the Tire Base stand FIRST, then remove 
the base by hand

 

 before driving a vehicle (do not drive the vehicle before removing the 
base).  Otherwise, the flag pole may tip over and cause damage or injury.  In high wind 
conditions, temporarily take your poles down. 
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